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U.S. Total Beverage Alcohol
Consumption in 2020 Was the Largest
Volume Gain in Nearly 20 Years

U.S. Gin Association
Created to Highlight &
Support Craft Distillers

Driven by consumer demand for flavor, convenience and better-for-you
options, key beverage alcohol segments were accelerated by the increase in athome occasions in 2020 in the U.S.
Total beverage alcohol volume in the U.S. in 2020 was up +2.0%, marking
the largest gain for alcohol consumption in the country since 2002, according
to new findings from IWSR, which forecasts a more moderate growth rate
over the next five years as normalization returns.
“A key driver of U.S. beverage alcohol consumption is flavor,” said Brandy
Rand, IWSR’s COO of the Americas. “Flavored subcategories — from beer to
vodka to U.S. whiskey — are significantly outperforming traditional nonflavored sub-categories. Flavor is also the top consumer driver of the fastgrowing ready-to-drink (RTD) category, and that’s likely creating a halo effect
on total alcohol as well.”
Spirits Market in the U.S. Posts Largest Volume Increase Since 1990
In 2020, the U.S. market posted the largest volume increase for the spirits
category since 1990, with value increasing as well.
Within the category, agave-based spirits grew +15.9% in volume in 2020,
overtaking rum to be the third largest spirits category in the U.S. behind
vodka and whisky. Cognac/Armagnac was also a big winner last year, and
both categories are expected to continue their growth path over the next
five years.
The whisky category showed mixed results in 2020, as tariffs negatively
impacted single malt Scotch (-6.1% in volume), while bar and restaurant
closures dragged down Irish whiskey. 2020 marked the first time on record
that these two sub-categories posted volume declines in the U.S. Overall, total
whisky volumes grew +4.9%, led by Japanese, Indian and U.S. whiskies, in
that order. The whisky category’s growth, however, is outpacing vodka, with
total whisky expected to be larger than total vodka in volume consumption
by 2022.
No- and low-alcohol spirits are being driven by alcohol-free spirit
alternatives and spirit-adjacent products that focus on mood-enhancing
properties like adaptogens. Though trending from a small base, no-alcohol
spirits are expected to end 2021 up +31.4% in the U.S.
Wine Resonates with Consumers During Lockdowns
Total wine in the U.S. grew slightly at +0.7% by volume and +1.5% by value
in 2020, reversing the volume declines seen in 2019. Both still and sparkling
wine volumes were up, but still wine is forecast to go back to softening
declines as RTDs and spirits grow at faster rates. Despite a non-celebratory
2020, sparkling wine managed to post growth, with Prosecco (especially rosé
expressions) making up for declines in Champagne consumption.
Low-alcohol wine volumes more than doubled in 2020 in the U.S., with
major brands entering the category offering lower calorie and lower sugar
options in sessionable ABVs — a direct response to RTD occasion overlap
pressure. Imported wine volumes grew more than domestic U.S. wine

“The U.S. Gin Association is specifically focused on
craft distilleries and small, independent producers with
the goal to elevate and shine light on this important
group of distillers, as well as drive brand awareness
through programming, media opportunities and
more,” according to an association statement.
In addition to its Durham Distillery founders,
the U.S. Gin Association currently has eight charter
member, all of them distillers who make at least one
expression of gin:
•
Black Button Distilling (Rochester, N.Y.)
•
Caledonia Distilling (Montpelier, Vt.)
•
Freeland Spirits (Portland, Ore.)
•
Golden Moon Distillery (Golden, Colo.)

by The IWSR Drinks Market Analysis, www.theiwsr.com

continued on page 2

A new craft spirits organization has been created
to promote the affinity and passion for the gin
category in the U.S. among distillers, the beverage
trade (on- and off-premise) and media while
celebrating the innovation within this growing
category. Spearheaded by Melissa and Lee Katrincic,
co-founders and owners of Durham Distillery, distillers
of Conniption Gin, and organized by a handful of
pioneering craft distilleries, the U.S. Gin Association
will promote the new products U.S. gin distillers
bring to the market each year through education and
other programming.

continued on page 2

U.S. Gin Association
U.S. Total Beverage
continued from page 1
Alcohol Consumption
•
Gray Whale Gin (Sebastopol, Calif.)
•
Philadelphia Distilling (Philadelphia,
in 2020
Penn)
continued from page 1
from markets such as Chile, Italy and New
Zealand, which did not have tariffs in place.
RTDs Set to Become Second Largest
Beverage Alcohol Category in the U.S. in
Terms of Volume Consumption
The biggest gains in beverage alcohol
consumption in the U.S. last year were seen
across the RTD category (which includes the
popular hard seltzer sub-category), making
RTDs more sizable in volume than total
spirits in the U.S., and by the end of 2021,
larger than total wine.
RTDs grew +62.3% by volume in 2020,
led by hard seltzers, which grew +130%.
Hard seltzers represent over 55% share of
the total RTD category in the U.S. followed
by flavored alcoholic beverages (FABs) and
RTD cocktails/long drinks.
“Though the cocktail/long drink subcategory is still comparatively small by
volume, the segment grew +52.7% in 2020
with canned cocktail growth spurred by onpremise closures and the on-premise pivot
to ‘drinks to go,’ as well as more at-home
consumption and outdoor socialization,”
added Rand.
The IWSR has tracked a rise in more
spirit-based RTD releases at a higher price
point due to taxes in the U.S., but volumes
remain small compared to the traditional
malt-based segment. However, several U.S.
states have recently passed or are reviewing
legislation to reduce spirit-based RTD
tax reductions.
The overall RTD category shows no signs
of slowing down. The IWSR expects RTDs
to grow to be 22% volume share of total
beverage alcohol by 2025 in the U.S.
No- & low-Alcohol Beer Is a Bright Spot
for the Beer Category
Beer continued annual volume declines
with a -2.8% loss in the U.S. in 2020 as
volume gains in imported beer weren’t
enough to sustain losses in domestic beer
volume. Nonetheless, imported beer grew
market share in 2020.
No- and low-alcohol beer proved a bright
spot for the category, however, and the
category is expected to continue to grow.
Additionally, flavored beer grew +10.4%
in the U.S. in 2020, driven by cheladas
and radlers.
return to page 1
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•
•

Revivalist Gins (Elverson, Penn.)
Watershed Distillery (Columbus,
Ohio)
While these are the association’s
initial charter members, any interested
U.S. gin distillers are welcome to
contact
the
organization
about
membership opportunities.
“With the exponential trend and
enthusiasm in the U.S. market for gin over the
past several years, the U.S. Gin Association
is a natural answer and extension to the
U.S. gin-aissance,” said Melissa Katrincic.
“As more gins are being distilled in the U.S.,
this association will be a source of expertise
and celebration, ensuring education for
both the industry and our consumers on
the latest trends, data and future of the U.S.
gin category.”
return to page 1

U.S. Spirits Industry
Urges U.K. to Drop
Tariff on American
Whiskey

The Distilled Spirits Council of the
United States (DISCUS) has submitted
official comments to the U.K. Department
of International Trade underscoring the
severe impact its retaliatory tariffs on
bourbon and other American whiskeys are
having on the U.K.’s hospitality and Scotch
whisky industries and urging for their
immediate removal.
DISCUS noted that the U.K.’s imposition
of a 25% tariff on American whiskeys makes
it the only spirits category subject to tariffs
in connection to ongoing transatlantic
trade disputes following the recent five-year
suspension of tariffs on U.K. and U.S. distilled
spirits, including Scotch whisky, in the WTO
Boeing-Airbus disputes.
Since the U.K. first imposed its tariffs on
American whiskeys in June 2018, American
whiskey exports to the U.K. declined by 53%
between 2018-2020.
DISCUS encouraged the U.K. government
to “follow through on Prime Minster Boris
Johnson’s November 2019 statement
regarding the tariff on American whiskeys

during a campaign visit to a Scotch whisky
distillery when he said, ‘Once we come out
of the E.U., those tariffs will not apply.’”
“In addition to the devastating impact
on U.S. exporters of all sizes, these tariffs are
also harming the Scotch whisky industry,
the U.K. hospitality sector and impeding
our progress in addressing shared goals to
improve market access for spirits in other
key markets,” DISCUS stated in the comment.
DISCUS emphasized that eliminating
the tariff on bourbon and other American
whiskeys will support the recovery of U.K.
restaurants and bars forced to shut down
or curtail business during the pandemic.
Nearly 10,000 licensed premises in the
U.K. were forced to close in 2020 due to
the pandemic according to the Bourbon
Alliance, a coalition of importers, distributors,
hospitality workers and spirits consumers in
the U.K. who are urging the U.K. government
to lift these tariffs as soon as possible.
“The U.S. and U.K. distilled spirits
sectors
are
deeply
interconnected.
U.K.-based spirits companies have made
considerable investments in U.S. distilleries,
and they import American whiskeys and other
U.S. spirits into the U.K. to complement their
existing brands.”
“The immediate restoration of tariff-free
access for bourbon and other American
whiskeys is essential to our industry’s ability
to recover from the pandemic and support
the over 300,000 people jointly employed
in the American whiskey and Scotch whisky
industries,” DISCUS stated.
DISCUS
concluded
its
comment
stating: “We hope that the recent positive
momentum to re-set the important U.K.-U.S.
trading relationship will lead to the prompt
and permanent removal of the U.K.’s tariff on
bourbon and other American whiskeys.”

2021 Shows in New York,
New Orleans & Chicago
www.indiespiritsexpo.com
Dave Schmier
indiespirits@gmail.com

The ‘Inverse-V’ Shape
of Covid-19

by The IWSR Drinks Market Analysis,
www.theiwsr.com

In some markets, Covid-19 prompted an
unexpected shift in select spirits and wine
categories, either reversing long-term declines
or boosting growth paths.
Total beverage alcohol volume decreased
by -6.2% globally in 2020, impacted by
the near complete shutdown of bars and
restaurants around the world. However,
in some markets, Covid-19 prompted an
unexpected shift within select spirits and
wine categories, either reversing long-term
declines or boosting growth paths.
In many cases, an ‘inverse-V’ shape was
driven by an easy transition to the at-home
occasion, but there were other factors at
play as well. For example, in markets such
as the U.K., Canada and Australia, which
are traditionally heavy outbound tourism
markets, volume consumption took place
domestically in 2020 instead of on holiday.
The impact of Covid-19 restrictions led to
artificial ‘inverse-V’ spikes that are expected
to moderate or return to previous long-term
trajectories going forward.
The U.K.
The overall spirits category in the
U.K. saw a spike in 2020 driven by subcategories such as gin, whisky and liqueurs,
which were all fueled by the shift to the
at-home occasion.
For gin, the gin-and-tonic provided
consumers with an easy serve for athome consumption and offered variety by
changing the gin and/or tonic used. Prior
to Covid-19, IWSR expected gin volume
consumption in the U.K. to peak in 2019,
however lockdowns boosted the category
and gin in the U.K. performed better than
expected — peaking in 2020 instead of
2019. Looking ahead, although traditional
gin volumes will start to decline, flavored
gins will resonate with consumers in the U.K.
Liqueurs also benefited from the category’s
strong presence in retail and online
marketing, as well as its cues of nostalgia
and comfort. Liqueurs returned to growth in
2020 after years of consistent decline.
Australia
In Australia, the ‘inverse-V’ boost of
the overall spirits category was driven by
sub-categories such as rum and whisky.
Rum made an easy transition to at-home
consumption and was up nearly 20%
in volume consumption, 2019 to 2020.
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Consumer familiarity with the category,
especially with mainstream brands, and the
versatility of the category as a mixer worked
in its favor. Although rum won’t sustain
the volumes achieved in 2020, select rum
subcategories will grow going forward.
Canada
The overall spirits category in
Canada saw a spike in 2020 driven by
sub-categories including vodka, rum, whisky
and flavored spirits.
For example, in 2020, rum saw a reversal
of several years of volume declines. The
broader market trend for flavors will benefit
the spiced and flavored rum sub-categories
going forward. Vodka saw an accelerated
boost in 2020 with the general trend around
cocktail culture, the growth of at-home
bartending kits and the mixability of vodka
bolstering the category’s relevance during
2020 as consumers recreated their onpremise favorites at home.

Distill Ventures
Commits to
Backing Early Stage
Founders from
Underrepresented
Groups

Distill Ventures, backed by Diageo, has
committed to increasing diversity within the
drinks industry through a range of global
initiatives, including a new Pre-Accelerator
Program dedicated to early-stage founders
from underrepresented groups. Distill
Ventures will aim to invest $5 million in
drinks entrepreneurs over the next 12
months through this initiative.
“Through the Pre-Accelerator, Distill
Ventures has created a more accessible
runway to unlock seed funding, a key
barrier reported by entrepreneurs from
underrepresented groups,” according to
a company statement. “Access to capital
is a crucial requirement for early-stage
companies. However, racial and gender
wealth disparities can mean founders from
underrepresented groups have less access
to capital.”
Since 2015, just 2.4% of venture capital
financing across all sectors in the U.S.
has gone to black and Latinx founders,
according to the 2020 Crunchbase Diversity
Spotlight Report.

In 2019, in the U.K., only 3% of founders
who raised venture capital funding for their
start-ups identified as black, 7% identified as
Asian and 3% mixed/multiple heritages.
Crunchbase data shows that the
proportion of global venture funding to
female-only founders was just 2.3% in 2020,
a decline from 2019.
Distill Ventures will identify potential
founders via its search pipeline, initially
focusing on the U.S. and U.K. Additionally,
interested entrepreneurs are encouraged
to apply for funding at www.distillventures.
com/pre-accelerator, where they will be
asked to fill out an introductory application.
Upon review and selection, founders will be
supported to develop a six-month business
plan to present to Distill Ventures and
Diageo, Distill Ventures’ sole funding partner.
Successful applicants will be awarded initial
funding, typically between $250,000 and
$500,000, and will work in collaboration
with Distill Ventures to bring their business
plan to life. After this, the founders will be
guided through a broader pitch process,
with the potential to create a longer-term
partnership with Distill Ventures and Diageo
to grow their business.
“In eight years, Distill Ventures has built
a portfolio of next generation brands, but
it has become clear to us that we want to
dedicate focus on diversifying the ownership
of drinks brands by addressing a key barrier
head on: access to seed funding,” said Frank
Lampen, CEO, Distill Ventures. “We know
that opportunities for entrepreneurs are
not equally accessible to all, and so at the
continued on page 5
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In our first three decades, funded by leading distillers
and led by an independent Advisory Board, we worked
alongside dedicated advocates to create best-in-class,
science-based educational programs, design cuttingedge communications campaigns and champion effective
legislation that made our roads safer, communities
stronger and families healthier.

That’s real progress — but we’re not done.
The next decade presents new challenges in the fight to
advance alcohol responsibility — challenges we will rise to
meet and overcome — but we need your help.
Like the 30 years before, it will take the leadership,
commitment and united effort of people like you—distillers
who want a better, more responsible future for us all.
Join us, and let’s define the future of alcohol
responsibility, together.
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Distill Ventures
Ohza Raises $4 Million
continued from page 4
heart of our company-wide inclusion and
in Funding & Expands
diversity initiatives is the creation of a new
Nationally
Pre-Accelerator that will enable us to work
with really early-stage founders. This change
cannot happen overnight, but we are
excited to help evolve the drinks world, one
founder at a time.”
In addition to the Pre-Accelerator,
Distill Ventures is expanding its own
company-wide inclusion and diversity
initiatives, including:
•
A company-wide educational
program focused on unconscious bias and
other key inclusion barriers. The six-month
program, already in progress, is comprised
of workshops plus individual and small
group coaching.
•
A broadened search process
that goes beyond Distill Ventures’ existing
industry network in order to cast a wider net
and bring in a richer variety of founders and
their brands.
•
A recruitment partnership, first in
the U.S., and then globally, with Wine & Spirits
Recruiting. Through this partnership, Distill
Ventures is reinforcing its commitment to
inclusive hiring practices for Distill Ventures
and its portfolio companies.
“We are committed to championing
inclusion and diversity to ensure our
employees, suppliers and partners are
representative of the people around the
world who enjoy our products,” said Liz
Brown, Group Strategy Director, Diageo.
“We have ambitious 2030 goals, and
today’s announcement from Distill Ventures
supports our commitment to growing a
more diverse drinks industry, supporting
innovative entrepreneurs and building a
sustainable long-term business.”
“Over the past six months, we’ve
had
numerous
conversations
with
underrepresented founders,” added Heidi
Dillon Otto, Managing Director, Distill
Ventures North America, “some of whom
we’re already working with in our inaugural
Pre-Accelerator class, and we look forward
to continuing this work over the next 12
months and beyond. We recognize that
diversity in ownership will fuel broader
growth and innovation in our industry and
will enable our portfolio to connect with
a wider range of cultures and consumers.
By bringing new, diverse founders into the
world of drinks, we hope to create a ripple
effect, in turn empowering them to mentor,
hire and train future drinks entrepreneurs.”
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Ohza, the RTD cocktail brand known for
its pre-made mimosas, recently closed a
round of funding worth just over $4 million.
This will allow the company to support its
new partnerships with large distributors in
the country, including Southern Glazer’s and
Breakthru Beverage, as well as concentrate
on its direct-to-consumer efforts. The round
was led by CircleUp Growth Partners with
participation from Branch Venture Group,
Ruttenberg Gordon Investments, Riverside
Ventures, individuals such as Elliot Grainge,
Founder of 10K Projects, and existing
investor Austin Rosen, founder of Electric
Feel Management.

Ohza recently released a retail-exclusive
variety pack and began distribution in
California, Arizona, Georgia and Florida. It
also added industry veterans to lead its sales
team, including Matt Giese as EVP of Sales,
formerly at Constellation and Diageo, and
Jeff Janisse as National Accounts Director,
formerly at Press Hard Seltzer.
“I’m thrilled to have such a strong team
of investors and employees behind Ohza as
we build it into the leading canned cocktail
brand in the U.S.,” said CEO and founder of
Ohza, Ryan Ayotte. “When you factor in our
unique capabilities, omni-channel presence,
market positioning and portfolio strategy,
it’s clear we’ve only just begun to scratch the
surface of Ohza’s capabilities.”
Ohza was founded in June 2019
by Ayotte.
“CircleUp seeks to partner with
entrepreneurs
building
innovative,
disruptive products primed for growth,” said
Pat Robinson, General Partner at CircleUp
Growth Partners. “Ohza uniquely delivers
on what consumers are looking for in the
emerging ready-to-drink cocktail category
— ‘better for you’ ingredient attributes

while retaining a full flavor experience.
We are excited to partner with Ryan and
Ohza as they rapidly expand distribution
and build a leader in the ready-to-drink
cocktail category.”
Ohza’s products include Classic Mimosa,
Mango Mimosa, Cranberry Mimosa and
Classic Bellini (all 5.0% ABV). A four-pack of
12-ounce cans sells for about $10, and an
eight-pack for about $18.

Three Big Cocktail
Trends that Will
Change the Way
We Drink in 2021 &
Beyond

Diageo recently brought together
some of the leading drinks industry figures
to reveal the trends and experiences it
believes will shape the future of drinks
experiences worldwide.
“From partnerships with Pinterest to
inspire a cocktail, to leveraging the latest
AR technology to make cocktails at home,
the future of socializing looks full of new
ideas, aiming to inspire people to drink
better around the world,” according to a
company statement.
“Each year, we work with the world’s
best bartenders and innovators to discover
the future of world class drinks,” said Simon
Earley, Head of Diageo World Class. “The
past year has seen extraordinary innovation
and creativity within cocktail culture. We
want to celebrate that and give everyone
a taste of what’s next. A Taste of the Future
— www.diageo.com/tasteofthefuture —
is a fully interactive virtual space allowing
everyone to explore for themselves some of
the near-future partnerships appearing at
home or in a bar near them soon.”
The virtual space allows visitors to use
Pinterest to answer a series of trend-based
questions, and as a result find a Pin board,
including a cocktail match, completely
personalized to their taste, explore how
using
advanced
augmented
reality
technology via a phone or tablet can create
a perfectly measured cocktail and allow the
next generation of drinks personalization
with a unique selfie using Ripples printed
cocktail technology.

The Macallan &
Bentley Motors

The Macallan single malt Scotch whisky
and luxury British automotive manufacturer
Bentley Motors have partnered for
collaborations of a shared vision of a more
sustainable future. The collaboration will
create immersive experiences and what
they call “inspirational products that deliver
timeless luxury balanced with a commitment
to a more progressive world.”

Broken Shed Vodka’s
“Vodka of Tomorrow”
Campaign

Broken Shed Vodka from New Zealand,
distilled from whey, has created a new U.S.
creative campaign, “The Vodka of Tomorrow,”
which pays tribute to the vodka’s home
country by highlighting that, thanks to time
zone differences, it’s already tomorrow in
New Zealand.

Tequila campaign will air across national
TV, digital video and social media on BET,
Comedy Central, Facebook, FX, Hulu,
Instagram, Univision, YouTube, Vevo and
other sites.

John Rhea – Master
Blender, Kentucky Owl

Stoli Group has appointed John Rhea as
Master Blender of Kentucky Owl.

The global brand partnership was
unveiled at The Macallan Estate in Speyside,
Scotland alongside the release of a new
Hybrid Bentley — the next step in Bentley’s
desire to become the world’s leading
sustainable luxury mobility company as part
of its Beyond100 strategy.
The partnership will initially focus on
a number of core areas, including the
brands’ shared journey to carbon neutrality,
innovative research into the sourcing of
sustainable materials and teamwork on
finding and sharing sustainable, local
suppliers. By 2030, The Macallan is looking to
achieve carbon neutrality on The Macallan
Estate, promote responsible sourcing and
cultivate a global community of artisans, as
well as committing to having a fully electric
passenger vehicle fleet on the Estate by 2025.
Following the partnership announcement
with Bentley Motors, the brand will take
delivery of two hybrid Bentleys this year.
The partnership will deliver a wide range
of projects over the coming years, including
jointly-developed products from both The
Macallan and Bentley, curated customer
experiences and collaborative events.
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The campaign comes as Broken Shed
continues to grow its presence across
the U.S. It’s now available in 25 states
following recent moves into Georgia, Kansas
and Colorado.
The campaign was developed by Chicagobased creative agency Schafer Condon
Carter (SCC) and TimeZoneOne (TZO). The
campaign includes creative, video, print,
display, off-premise, on-premise, point-ofsale, digital marketing, website and social
content, paid media and event activations.

1800 Tequila’s Visual
& Sensory Campaign

1800
Tequila
has
initiated
a
cinematographic campaign for its 1800
Cristalino Tequila using two GRAMMYwinners: singer-songwriter and brand
ambassador Kali Uchis, and director
Jenn Nkiru.
The film highlights 1800 Cristalino
Tequila set to a never-before-heard remix
of Kali’s single, Telepatía, from the release of
her first Spanish album, Sin Miedo (del Amor
y Otros Demonios).
1800 Tequila will release the new 1800
Cristalino video alongside its current “Taste
of Victory” commercial. The 1800 Cristalino

John Rhea

Rhea dedicated his career to the Four
Roses Distillery where he joined as a
supervisor and left as Chief Operating
Officer. During his tenure, his responsibilities
included quality control, maturation,
evaluation and product blending.
Educated as an engineer with an MBA,
Rhea was inducted into the Kentucky
Bourbon Hall of Fame in 2016. He’s served
as Chairman of the Kentucky Distiller’s
Association Board and was honored with
lifetime membership, one of only five such
memberships in the association’s 130+year
old history.

Blue Run Spirits
14-Year-Old Small
Batch Bourbon

Blue Run Spirits in Kentucky has
released 14-Year-Old Small Batch Bourbon
(56.5% ABV, plus a limited number of
Reserve bottles.

Novo Fogo Bar
Strength Silver
Cachaça
A 750-ml bottle of Blue Run 14-Year-Old
Small Batch Bourbon sells for about $200,
and about $250 for Reserve.

Novo Fogo Cachaça from Brazil has
released a high-proof silver cachaça in a
one-liter bottle format designed for the
bar community: Novo Fogo Bar Strength
Silver Cachaça (43% ABV).

Remus Repeal
Reserve Series V
Straight Bourbon
Luxco in Missouri will release Remus
Repeal Reserve Series V Straight Bourbon
Whiskey (50% ABV) in September. A
limited annual release, Series V is the
fifth edition of the Remus Repeal Reserve
Bourbon collection.

Bacardí Tropical

Bacardí has released Bacardí Tropical
(35% ABV), a limited-edition flavored rum
available from National Piña Colada Day,
July 10, followed by National Mojito Day,
July 11 and until the fall.

Bacardí Tropical has a base of Bacardí
white rum infused with pineapple, coconut
and guava fruit flavors. No artificial
sweeteners are used, it’s gluten-free and
only 100 calories per ounce and a half.
A 750-ml bottle sells for about $13.
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The bottle redesign features a smaller,
circular footprint, a taller neck and a
slimmer midsection to fit in the well and to
be easier to handle throughout busy shifts.
Novo Fogo gives $3 per case of all
of all its bottle sales to the brand’s UnEndangered Forest project, a program
that works to remove 36 species of native
Brazilian trees from the threatened list.
The higher-proof expression rests in
stainless steel tanks for one year, which the
brand said results in intensified tropical
fruit flavors for a broad range of cocktails,
from sours to tiki drinks and twists
on classics.
A 750-ml bottle sells for about $24.

Produced to commemorate the repeal
of Prohibition in 1933, Series V uses five
bourbons ranging from 2005 to 2008.
Made in a signature high-rye style, the
mash bill changes each year. This year’s
version is comprised of 9% 2005 Bourbon
(21% rye), 5% 2005 Bourbon (36% rye),
19% 2006 Bourbon (21% rye), 13% 2008
Bourbon (21% rye) and 54% 2008 Bourbon
(36% rye).
A 750-ml bottle sells for about $90.

Bombay Sapphire
Steven Harrington
Bottle

Bacardí has released a Bombay Sapphire
- Steven Harrington Limited Edition bottle
(47% ABV), which features illustrations
of the ten vapor-infused botanicals that

comprise Bombay Sapphire embedded
in a collage of whimsical graphic motifs,
including the artist’s signature palm
tree characters, plus paint splashes and
artist palettes set to the background of
palm trees.
A 750-ml bottle sells for about $23.

Deep Eddy Vodka +
Soda

Heaven Hill has released Deep Eddy
Vodka + Soda (4.5% ABV), a canned RTD. A
four-pack sells for about $12.

Fever-Tree Distillers
Cola

Fever-Tree in the U.K. has extended the
line with Fever-Tree Distillers Cola, made
with Caribbean kola nuts, Tahitian limes
from Mexico and a selection of distilled
botanicals and spices, such as Jamaican
pimento berries and Madagascan
vanilla, and with no high fructose corn
syrup, artificial sweeteners, colors or
GMO ingredients.

Michter’s 10 Year
Rye

Michter’s in Kentucky has released its
2021 release of Michter’s 10 Year Single
Barrel Kentucky Straight Rye (46.4% ABV)

This will be the only release of Michter’s
10 Year Rye this year. A 750-ml bottle sells
for about $170.

A four-pack of 6.8-ounce bottles sells
for about $5.

Jim Beam Orange
Beam Suntory has released Jim Beam
Orange (32.5% ABV): orange flavor with
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey. A
750-ml bottle sells for about $16.

Holmes Cay Single
Origin Edition Fiji
Rum

Holmes Cay Rums has released it first
Single Origin Edition – ‘Fiji Rum,’ (46% ABV)
in partnership with the Rumcast Podcast.
Fiji Rum is a blend distilled by South Pacific
Distilleries in Lautoka, Fiji.

A 750-ml bottle sells for about $49, and
only 2,260 bottles are available.
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Monaco Cocktails

Atomic Brands in Illinois has released
Monaco Cocktails, a line of ready-to-drink,
spirit-based canned cocktails.

The new variety six-pack includes Citrus
Rush with hints of citrus, vanilla and vodka;
Tequila Lime Crush, similar to a sparkling
Margarita with tequila and grapefruit; and
Blue Crush, styled after a Blue Hawaiian
with vodka, gin, rum and tequila. All are
9.0% ABV.
A six-pack of 12-ounce cans sells for
about $15; about $2.50-$3 for a single.

Rosa Vodka

Manamira in Oregon has released Rosa
Vodka (40% ABV) from Bulgaria, distilled

from corn and made with Bulgarian
damascena roses. A 750-ml bottle sells for
about $30.
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Diageo World Class
Bartender of the Year
Global Finals

James Grant from Canada has been
named the world’s best bartender for
2021 at the first fully virtual World Class
Global Final.
Over five days, Grant and 49 other
bartenders were streamed live from
their home countries as they virtually
competed against each other in a series of
challenges that tested their skills, creativity
and showmanship.

James Grant in virtual competition

“I can’t believe I’ve won!” exclaimed
Grant. “All the bartenders were incredible,
and to be chosen as this year’s winner after
the year we’ve all had is unbelievable. When
I started my journey in bartending, I never
thought it would lead me here. I was simply
inspired by the community and creativity
of everyone around me. It was infectious,
and soon I had fallen in love with the craft
and opportunities. It gave me the drive and
determination to seek out the best in the
business to learn from, and that’s what got
me here today. I want to thank all those who
have been part of that journey, and now I
want to inspire up and coming bartenders
to find a career and a creative outlet in the
extraordinary world of bartending.”
The finalists were asked to create a
Johnnie Walker highball that reflected the
flavors and culture of their home city; host
a masterclass for making a World Class
Tanqueray No. Ten cocktail at home; design
a Ketel One vodka cocktail that had a
positive environmental impact and a sense
of community at its core; and produce an
original subterranean-inspired Don Julio
serve. The week ended with a special
edition ‘Malts’ speed round challenge using
The Singleton and Talisker that not only
tested the finalists’ efficiency, but also the
quality and design of their cocktails.

“Our first-ever virtual World Class Global
Final has been a huge success and has
resulted in one the most innovative and
creative competitions we have ever seen,”
said Simon Earley, Global Head of Diageo
World Class. “The judges were blown away
by James’ creativity and originality creating
serves that were amazing to experience
visually, virtually and in person. They are a
fully deserving winner, and I’m really excited
to start working with them as a World Class
ambassador in the year ahead.”
The virtual competition broadcast hub
was based in a London studio alongside
a selection of locally-based judges plus
avatar bartenders assigned to mix each
competitor’s cocktails, while the on-screen
finalist made and presented the drinks to
the judges live from their own country. This
allowed for the judging panel of former
winners, award-winning mixologists, drinks
writers and journalists to taste and critique
the cocktails in real time and experience
these creations as they would have in a reallife event.
During the week, as well as a live stream
of the competition, there was an itinerary of
immersive virtual experiences that viewers
could engage with online. The content
ranged from actor and Tanqueray No. Ten
global partner Stanley Tucci meeting his
World Class match with World Class judge
and Director of Mixology Ago Perrone at the
Connaught, to a panel discussion between
some of the industry’s leading movers
and shakers on the future of socializing,
featuring Diageo’s Global Head of Digital
Innovation, Benjamin Lickfett, and Ryan
Chetiyawardana, a.k.a. Mr. Lyan.
Grant is the twelfth bartender to enter
the World Class Hall of Fame, and he’ll now
begin 12 months of work judging World
Class national heats, inspiring 2022 hopefuls
and crowning regional champions.
Since its beginning in 2009, over
400,000 bartenders around the world have
been supported, trained and inspired by
World Class.

Modern Distillery Age Tasting Panel

In this week’s tasting panel, we have notes on three mezcals, a Scotch single malt whisky, an American whiskey, two coffee liqueurs and a
cognac. All spirits are tasted blind. The panelists know only the style and ABV. The notes are a distillation of the panelists’ comments.
The panelists vary with each panel but often include: Tom Jensen (Millstone Spirits), Dave Schmier (Independent Spirits Expo), David Talbot
(Ultimate Beverage Challenge), John Henry (El Buho Mezcal), John Heffernan (Senior Master of Whisky), Renzo Kian-Kubota (Harry’s Wine &
Liquor Market), Frank Whitman (food & drinks writer), Linda Kavanagh (MaxEx PR), Paul Zocco (Zok’s Homebrewing & Winemaking Supplies),
Ernie Adamo (spirits lover), Steve DeFrank (spirits lover), Dave Sokoloff (spirits lover), Phil Simpson (Asbury Park Distilling), Thomas Henry Strenk
(drinks writer), Melissa Dowling (Editor of Cheers), Kyle Swartz (Managing Editor of Beverage Dynamics, Cheers & StateWays),
Michael Anstendig (Modern Distillery Age) and Gregg Glaser (Publisher/Editor of Modern Distillery Age).

Siete Misterios Mezcal Joven “Doba Yej”, 44%
Los Siete Misterios Distillery, Oaxaca, Mexico, ~$45
Imported by L7M

Clear with an aroma of smoke, flowers and
agave sweetness. In the taste are agave
sweetness, earthiness, floral notes, flintiness,
lots of spiciness and alcohol warmth. A full
body. A long finish rich with smoke, agave
sweetness, spices and alcohol warmth.

Cutwater Spirits Mezcal, 45%
Distilled in Mexico for Cutwater Spirits,
San Diego, Calif., ~$50
100% wild Cenizo Agave

Clear with an aroma of fruitiness, green
peppers, sour pickles, limes and soft smoke.
In the taste are agave sweetness, smoke,
green peppers, fruited candy, spices and
alcohol warmth. A full body. Finishes with
smoke, spices and alcohol warmth; clean
and rich.

Madre De Todos Los Muertos
Mezcal Joven, 45%

Productores del Buen Agave, Oaxaca, Mexico, ~$50
Imported by Luz Perpetua; Espadin & Cuishe agave
Clear with an aroma of mild smoke,
fruitiness and agave sweetness. In the taste
is more smoke plus agave sweetness, pine,
spices, earthiness, minerals, pineapples and
mangos. A full body. Finishes with smoke,
spices, fruitiness and alcohol warmth.

The Modern Distillery Age Tasting
Panel meets once or twice a month.
Samples are sent by distillers and
importers and are tasted blind.
Samples can be sent to:
Modern Distillery Age
228 Silvermine Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06850
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Port Charlotte Heavily Peated Islay
Single Malt Islay Barley PAC:01, 56.1%
Bruichladdich Distillery, Islay, Scotland, ~$130
Imported by Rémy Cointreau; heavily
peated Scottish barley distilled on Islay in
2011 & aged for a minimum of six years in
American oak casks before spending the
remainder of its time in French oak casks
that previously held red wine from the
AOC Pauillac region in the Gironde Left
Bank north of Bordeaux
Light amber with an aroma of BBQ smoke
and tires. In the taste are leather, rubber,
bacon with a maple glaze, BBQ smoke,
kippers, alcohol warmth and sweetness in
the background. A full body. Finishes with all
the above.

continued on page 11

Courage & Conviction American Single Malt Whiskey, 46%
Virginia Distillery, Lovingston, Va., ~$85
Light amber with an aroma of light, sweet
malt, Necco Wafers, licorice and spices. Sweet
in the taste with butterscotch and alcohol
warmth; almost an Irish whiskey taste. A
light body. Finishes delicate and light with
alcohol warmth.

Jumping Goat Cold Brewed
Coffee Liqueur, 33%

Jumping Goat, Ltd., St. Auckland, New Zealand, ~$36
Imported by Preiss Imports; coffeeinfused vodka liqueur; cold-brewed
coffee liquor made using batch-roasted
coffee beans, sugar, spices & New Zealand
whey vodka

Black with an aroma of coffee, chocolate
and soft sweetness. In the taste are more
coffee, chocolate and soft sweetness, plus a
mild woodsy flavor. A full body. Finishes with
chocolate, sweetness and coffee bitterness.

Jumping Goat Cold Brewed Coffee
Liqueur Black Batch, 33%
Jumping Goat, Ltd., St. Auckland, New Zealand, ~$36
Imported by Preiss Imports; coffeeinfused whisky liqueur

Black with an aroma of coffee, chocolate,
sweetness and alcohol. In the taste are more
coffee, chocolate and sweetness plus spices
and cinnamon. A medium body. A lovely
sweet and chocolate finish.

Larsen Aqua Ignis Cognac, 42.3%
Altia Group, Cognac, France, ~$45

Imported by Marussia Beverages; aged in
triple steam-toasted barrels
Amber with an aroma of vanilla and candied
oranges. In the taste are spices, grape
sweetness, vanilla, oranges and alcohol
warmth. A full body. Finishes with spices,
grape sweetness and alcohol warmth.
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Tasting Events & Competitions

New York City — June 2021
New Orleans — July 2021
Chicago — September 2021
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Year #24 – October 24, 2021
Deadline for entry forms is October 9, 2021
www.gibcc.com
The longest-running and largest such competition on the
East Coast.

